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1.  Introduction  
 

Preston: a Most Peculiar Parish is a new project starting in 2013 and planned to run for at least two and 

probably three years. FSARG will be working in the part of the parish known as Preston Within or 

Preston Next Faversham. Although nowadays included in the domain of Faversham Borough, the parish 

of Preston has a long history of its own with some astonishingly early documentary mentions e.g. in 

AD822 when the parish is donated to Christchurch, Canterbury.
1
 

 

St Catherines, the parish church, is undoubtedly a very ancient foundation with both archaeological and 

documentary evidence putting its foundation well back into the Saxon period. Given the proximity of the 

rich Saxon Kingsfield cemetery looted by brickfield workers and railway builders in the mid 19t
h
 century

2
,   

some interesting questions are raised about this church and the area around it during these early times. 

 

The aims in 2013 have been to examine the evidence for medieval land use along the line of Preston 

Street - The Mall. This is the shortest route joining Faversham town centre and the quays of the Creek to 

Watling Street running west to Rochester - London and east to Canterbury - Dover. This line forms the 

western boundary of Preston Within. Almost no proper archaeological work has been done along the 

Preston Street - Mall line, with only the looting (as mentioned above) and a few stray or accidental finds 

mostly of Roman burial material giving any information at all.
3
  The main aim of the work in 2013 was to 

uncover medieval levels at well spaced points along the line and see whether the evidence was for 

habitation or agriculture or both. 

 

Keyhole Pit (KP) 98 was located in the rear garden of Wreights House, one of Faversham's finest 

properties (see below Figs 1 & 2c). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Rear view of 
Wreights house. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
1 Hasted  1798 The History and Topographical Survey of the County of  Kent Vol 6 pp532-49 on Preston  
2  Richardson A   2005 The Anglo Saxon Cemeteries of Kent Vol 1   BAR British series 391  
3  E.g. HER TR06 SW17   Romano British flagon found on building site of Argosy Cinema. See also FSARG 2013 report for 
KP101 (Old Wine Vaults) 
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2.  Geographical and historical background 
 
a) Geography 
 
The rear garden is level and the house terraced down to street level, a drop of around 0.5m. Street level 

is at 17.4m, the garden at around 18m. An adjacent alleyway, Ticklebelly Alley, runs at street level. This 

garden has had a complex series of make up, levelling and terracing, as will become clear in the account 

of the actual excavation (section 5 below). 

 
b)  Geology 
 
The geological map shows the Mall and Preston Street as being Head Brickearth.

4
  Although the Upper 

Chalk is near the surface it dips down quite sharply to the north and in nearly all places on the geological 

map in the central Mall and Preston Street, we have found quite thick brickearth deposits of a particularly 

fine-grained type. The map also shows a small 'island 'of Thanet Sands exposed just to the east of the 

Mall. 

 

Wreights House lies right on the eastern edge of the extensive brickearth excavations of the Kingsfield 

brickfields, very active in the second half of the 19
th
 century.

5
  It is also close to the Forbes Road 

underpass, which was created in 1897 - 8
6
  involving much excavation and creation of spoil. The 

gardens of Wreights House and neighbouring Mall House, however, had been walled off from the 17
th
 

century onwards and so not subject to 'scraping'. Therefore, the distinctive yellowish Head deposit was 

still present at lower levels. 

 

c) Known historical background 
 
This section owes much to John Owens' masterly account of Wreights House's background in the Open 

House booklets published by the Faversham Society to accompany Open House visits. The present 

Wreights House was built in 1782, and is one of a sequence of six fine houses built in this section of 

Preston Street in the late 18
th 

/ early 19
th
 century. At present, it consists of two properties, Wreights 

House and Wreights Cottage: the Cottage was added as an extension to the main house around 1850 

and has been a separate residence since 1979. 

 

The present house was preceded by a probably timber framed property which by 1680 can be identified 

as a public house called The George. This pub was a tied house of the Bax, Lushington and Rigden 

families until the later 18
th
 century. The cellars under Wreights House apparently date from this older 

property. When Wreights House was built, the George moved next door into a brick building and 

remained there until it was de-licensed in the mid 20
th
 century. Henry Wreight, the first owner, lived in 

Wreights House until he died in 1840 and he left both house and fortune to the town, Wreights money 

 
4 British Geological Survey   Faversham,  England and Wales Sheet 273  Solid and Drift Edition.  
5 Twist S  1984  Stock Bricks of Swale  Sittingbourne  Papers No 2   Faversham Society p 15  
6 Stevens P 1998 A Record of Preston and Preston St  Faversham Papers No 62  Faversham Society  p39, 43 
7 Jacobs E 1774 7 Jacobs E, 1774, History of Faversham reprint 1974 Faversham Society map of Faversham 

  
 
Fig 2: The predecessor of Wreights House 
on Jacobs' 1774 map of Faversham.7  
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funded the splendid Almshouses in South Road, the Recreation Ground in Whitstable Road and a 

number of schools. 

 

 

Fig 3: OS 18658: The coming of the railway. 
 

 

This map shows the enormous changes taking 

place in this location in the mid 19
th
 century. The 

railway has arrived with the actual station and a 

level crossing almost next door to Wreights House.  

A pug mill and clay pits can be seen just to the 

north of the railway and these also existed just to 

the west. Nevertheless, Wreights House continued 

as a prominent house with a succession of local 

dignitaries living here. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4: OS 19069: Suburbanisation. 
 
By 1906, the brickfields have gone, replaced by rows of 

terraced housing. The Forbes Road underpass can clearly 

be seen. Wreights and Mall House increasingly appear as 

an island of earlier development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 5: OS 196310 
 

 

By 1963, the islanding is near complete and the 

curtilages of these two 18
th
 century properties 

remain insulated from the ravages of the 

previous 100 years to the present day. 

 

 

 

 
8 OS 1865 6 inches to mile  Sheet  XXXIV.10 
9 OS Ordnance Survey 1906 Sheet XXXIV .10 
10 OS 1963 25 inches to mile, same sheet as above 
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The extensive brickfields, although completely destructive of stratigraphy, did produce some remarkable 

archaeology
11

, mentioned in the introduction, i.e. numerous very rich Anglo-Saxon grave goods dating 

from the late 6
th
 to the 7

th
 century. These were not excavated in any systematic way but instead looted 

by brickfield workers and railway labourers building the embankments and later on the underpass. 

 

These remarkable finds, which included swords and weaving battens, gold and garnet brooches, gold 

headdresses and such abundant glass that it has been thought that Faversham was a centre of glass 

production in early Saxon times, are not in Faversham nowadays but are instead in the British Museum, 

the Ashmolean and Liverpool Museum in particular. 

 

I must emphasise that we did not expect to uncover Saxon burials - we knew this garden had been 

overlaid with soil: also, that any graves would be located too deep for us, with our Health and Safety limit 

of maximum 1.2m depth. But you never know with archaeological excavation! 

 

 
Fig 6: Aerial photograph of 1990.12 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  Location of pit 
 
The pit was excavated on the lawn area adjacent to the 

boundary flower bed and wall beside Ticklebelly Alley 

and the patio area behind the house. A secondary aim 

here was to understand the alley level in relation to the 

ages revealed by the garden levels as they were 

exposed. 

 
 

 
 
4.  The procedures 
 
A 1m square was pegged out using the planning square and the area delineated marked with string. The 

position of the square was recorded by measuring to mapped corners of the house. Turf was removed 

carefully from the square, rolled and set aside in plastic bags. The pit was then hand excavated using 

single contexts, each of which was fully recorded. The keyhole was excavated to a depth of 1.05m. All 

excavated soil was sieved meticulously, and the spoil heap scanned using a metal detector. Finds were 

set aside for each context and special finds were given three dimensional coordinates to pinpoint the 

exact find spot. Any features revealed were carefully recorded. Finally, the spoil was put back in, tamped 

down, watered and the turf replaced. 

 

 

5.  The findings 
 
This was a complex excavation for such a small size. Its location towards the house on an artificially 

levelled lawn had always indicated this may be the case. The prime aims were to investigate the 

 
11 KCC HER TR 06 SW 16  Anglo Saxon Cemetery  
12  From KCC archive of aerial photographs 

Wreights House and Mall House 
now completely surrounded by 
development 
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medieval presence on the site of the original house and also to understand the relationship between this 

early settlement and its present raised lawn / patio areas and the level of the old track to the south, 

Ticklebelly Alley. 

The lowest extent of the excavation was 1.05m in the southern side of the pit (see Fig 8). The context 

here [05] was a mix of material with pottery ranging from early medieval through to modern. It also 

contained demolition material of brick and tile, iron nails mortared flint and plaster / mortar pieces 

together with domestic waste of bones, shells, charcoal, coal and clinker. It also contained flint and 

stressed flint pieces. To the north of this and dominant in the north to south direction was [08] a natural 

brickearth soil matrix with a clear division between the two contexts, see Fig 8. Although [08] was not 

fully excavated a small section was removed to establish the nature of the sloping intersection. The finds 

consisted of a very small amount of building material but some medieval pottery and stressed flint 

pieces. This junction [08] / [05], was designated a cut [07] at this stage. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7: Context [04] 
removed, [05] revealed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To the north this cut continued as a rising slope to an eventual overburden junction with [03] at 45cm 

down from lawn level 30cm from the northern side, here terminating [05] above. At the southern side of 

the pit above [05] was a demolition rich context [04] which extended 70cm towards the north following a 

slope up with and thinning to the top of cut [07], both [05] and [04] stopping here. 

Measured from the south, this edge of cut [07] narrowed from 70cm to 40cm from east to west across 

the pit (Fig 7). This [04] context contained the same range of finds but now with more mortared flint, iron, 

some natural stone pieces and a piece of medieval glazed tile but here no stressed flint. 
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Fig 8: The archaeology of this complex little pit at the penultimate stage. 
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Above [04] across the whole pit [03] was a mixed soil with proportionally less pottery of the same wide 

age range but with some pieces of early medieval. It also contained the same range of other finds but 

here no mortared flint and less actual plaster / mortar. This soil matrix here had some chalk content and 

an increased amount of vessel glass and some window glass. During the sieving of this [03] soil a 

bronze seal matrix was found (see cover picture and Fig 9 below). 

    

Fig 9: The medieval seal matrix. Left, whole item. Right, impression in plasticine. 

This was clearly early in age, probably dating from AD1100-1200 and depicted the Madonna and Child 

with a church / shrine shown behind them: a special report will follow. The top 20cm of the pit had [02] a 

garden soil covered by the turf lawn [01]. Again, the finds in [02] had a medieval to modern range of 

pottery, with more window glass and a small piece of lead. 

 

 

6.  Interpretation 
 
The only way to identify the nature of this pit is to view the eastern section and the accompanying sketch 

section (Fig 8)  and compare the datable finds, as usual mainly pottery. The south sloping levels are 

running towards the adjacent alley but also the large dividing wall. We have considered the possible 

cause of the slope down towards the south. It is clear from the finds that the [08] matrix is the early 

medieval ground material as it contains no later pottery. The [05], [04] and [03] contexts’ materials were 

a mixture of demolition / domestic debris and a brickearth soil with some ash content. The range of dates 

for the pottery is very wide and proportionately similar in quantity within these contexts, with the medieval 

seal matrix in [03] being mixed in with the more recent pottery of the later new house. Context [02] was a 

darker garden soil but with a very similar pottery dating range. 

 
From the pottery we can infer the changes in use and occupation of this site. The earliest is the midden 

scatter of medieval sherds: these small, battered pieces of early pottery are present throughout [02], 

[03], [04] and [05] indicating an original usage of the land as agricultural / horticultural. [08], however, 

does not show this pattern as the medieval pottery here is sharp edged larger pieces and there is one 

piece of late 18
th
 century ware. The sharp edge broken pottery pieces of the later medieval types indicate 

the period when The George ale / public house stood here. The period of pottery related to the present 

Wreights House (post 1782) is represented in all the same contexts as noted also one piece at the 

junction of [05] and [08]. 

 

So it is possible that [07] is the slope towards the pathway / track which was altered and levelled at the 

time The George was demolished and Wreights House was built with a deliberately cut trench to 

construct the wall, 1.5m to the south. The material used for the backfilling, after the building work 

consisting of layers of mixed soil and demolition material from the old pub. This general levelling being in 

at least two phase [05] and [04], with a probable later phase [03] when the patio area was here it is 

known that the rear of the large garden space of the house was raised to a large rear vegetable garden 

and lawn in the 20
th
 century but it is thought that this lower lawn was not altered. In addition, the type of 

assemblage in [05] to [02] has a consistency within the matrices of the make up. It is very likely that they 
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originated on this site and not elsewhere. This complex process explains why later pottery is found 

underneath earlier pot. 

 

 
7.  Final comments 
 
This was a beautiful garden in which to search for some of the hidden history of Faversham and Preston 

and since each day the weather was unbroken sunshine, the pleasures were manifold. 
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Appendix 1: 
Harris Matrix for KP98 
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Appendix 2: 
KP98 Small Finds 

 
 

Small 
Finds No. 

Context 
No. 

Simple 
Name 

Material(s) Weight Written Description Earliest 
Date 

Latest 
Date 

18 03 Seal matrix Bronze 9.78g Medieval seal matrix depicting Madonna and child, enclosed by a church showing side 
additions(?). Inscription not yet translated. There is a dome with cross on top, two circles, one 
either side of cross, six-pointed star at start/end of text at 10 o'clock position, viewed on face 
of matrix. On reverse a short stem has six radial lines but an additional slightly offset mark 
with a treble cross bar. Tethering loop is missing from head of the stem. Need specialist 
attention for interpretation. 

1200 1250 

19 04 Tile 
fragment 

Ceramic 75.63g SA tile fragment with dark glaze on one surface. The glaze is mottled, glossy, blackish, and on 
edge if very glossy smooth dark brown/red. The tile material is coarse, red on outer surfaces, 
black on inner surface. Ref: Pat Reid pers. comm. 

15 / 16C 17C 

20 03 Tile Ceramic 221.6g A tile fragment: body dark red-brown, with possible red slip in both surfaces. There are areas 
of lead(?) glaze giving 'yellow' colour over red slip and 'greenish' colour over body on face. 
There is also some lime mortar on face. Reverse face is unglazed, pitted red. The body is of 
sandy gritty texture and does not appear to be tempered with shell or other material. 

1200 1550 

 
 


